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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
An extended ACL has been configured configuration failed to
work as
intended Which two
changes stop outbound traffic on TCP the 10.0.10 0/26 subnet
while
still allowing all other traffic? (Choose
two )
A. The ACL must be configured the Gi0/2 interface inbound on R1
B. Add a "permit ip any any" statement to the begining of ACL
101 for allowed traffic.
C. The source and destination IPs must be swapped in ACL 101
D. Add a "permit ip any any" statement at the end of ACL 101
for allowed traffic
E. The ACL must be moved to the Gi0/1 interface outbound on R2
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
How can we make use of sales Opportunity?
there are 2 correct answers to this question
Choose:
A. Logistics work
B. Track
C. Financial reports
D. Vendor's list
E. Records
Answer: B,E
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